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+19783741321 - http://steveshouseofpizza.com/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Steve's House Of Pizza from Haverhill. Currently, there
are 18 menus and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Steve's House Of Pizza:
I do not live in the opposite that is needed to find a place to host a lunch for a group of full ball players. alex was

a pleasure to work with; he helped us plan the menu, gave us suggestions, reserved all the seats for us, and
offered everything we need, plus more. eating was also excellent; pizza is delicious and fresh (his teig is from

this world! , caesar salat is amazing and so is the garlic bread. service and... read more. The diner and its rooms
are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like

about Steve's House Of Pizza:
terrible. probably the worst roast beef sandwich I've ever had. I had a few bites and couldn't take it anymore. I
threw it away. it tasted slim, was cold in the middle and the portion size was a sweat. the pizza of my daughter
was more like cheap cafeteria pizza with prefabricated crust. even the mozzarella sticks were disgusting. we

quickly stopped at lunch while shopping and left the feeling of being adult. never a... read more. In Steve's House
Of Pizza in Haverhill, they prepare crispy pizza using a time-honored method, served fresh, For a snack in

between, the tasty sandwiches, healthy salads, and other snacks are suitable.
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Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

Mea� dishe�
MEATBALLS

Chicke�
BUFFALO CHICKEN

Tapa�
EGGPLANT TAPAS

Ca�on�
CALZONE

Brea�
GARLIC BREAD

Salad�
CAESAR SALAD

SALAD

Past�
SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS

ALFREDO

Ingredient� Use�
BROCCOLI

CHEESE

TOMATOES

GARLIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
WRAP

SPAGHETTI

BREAD

PIZZA
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